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Text of Sri Lanka Resolution

2ND LEAD (Includes text of the resolution)

"Accessories after the fact to acts of Genocide"

[TamilNet, Saturday, 23 May 2009, 02:00 GMT]
Condemning the sponsorship, by twelve states, of a self-praising resolution
submitted to the United Nations by the Government of Sri Lanka, before the
scheduled UN Human Rights Council emergency session scheduled for
Monday, Professor Boyle, an expert in International Law said Friday that
these states have become accessories after the fact to the numerous acts of
genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes that the Government of
Sri Lanka has perpetrated upon the Tamils. 

Labelled “Assistance to Sri Lanka in the
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights,” Sri
Lanka’s proposed text is co-signed by Indonesia, China, Saudi Arabia, India,
Pakistan, Malaysia, Bahrain, Philippines, Cuba, Egypt, Nicaragua, and Bolivia,
reported UN Watch, a non-governmental organization based in Geneva whose
mandate is to monitor the performance of the United Nations.

"Their sponsorship of this Resolution means that the above-mentioned states
have thereby all become ACCESSORIES AFTER THE FACT to the numerous acts of
genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes that the Government of Sri
Lanka has perpetrated upon the Tamils in violation of the 1948 Genocide
Convention, the Four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Two Additional
Protocols of 1977, as well as the rules of customary international criminal law,
including humanitarian law and the laws of war," Prof. Boyle said.

"By definition, violations of international treaties, genocide, crimes against
humanity and war crimes cannot possibly fall within the domestic jurisdiction of a
State. 

"That Principle goes back to the Nuremberg Charter of 1945 and the Nuremberg
Judgment of 1946 concerning the prosecution of the Nazis," Boyle added. 

"This Resolution constitutes a total debasement and perversion of everything
the United Nations Charter and the U.N. Human Rights Council are intended to
stand for," Boyle said.

By contrast, the upcoming Monday session was initiated by the council’s
European Union members and supported by Argentina, Bosnia, Canada, Chile,
Mexico, Mauritius, South Korea, Switzerland, Ukraine and Uruguay, UN Watch
said.

"Sri Lanka’s action today constitutes an outrageous abuse and show of
contempt for the international human rights process," said Hillel Neuer, an
international lawyer and the executive director of UN Watch, a Geneva-based
human rights monitoring group.

Chronology:
17.11.12  Tamil activists take different view of Canada’s su..
14.11.12  No mention of Nambiar in UN report: ICP
14.11.12  UN consistent in ‘leaking’ on Sri Lanka
13.11.12  'World failed Eezham Tamils'
14.10.12  Media questions fate of missing report on UN inact..
13.04.11  Pressure mounts on UNSG to make Sri Lanka war-crim..
17.01.10  Weeratunge statement proves India's complicity in ..
24.12.09  Fonseka revelations mandate independent probe into..
26.11.09  Sri Lanka fully intends to destroy Tamil Homeland,..
14.11.09  Australia aiding and abetting Sri Lanka’s war crim..
16.10.09  States financing Tamil internment, UN, complicit i..
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25.08.09  Boyle: India a moral failure, Colombo's monstrosit..
03.06.09  Sinhala "lebensraum" in progress in Vanni, warns P..
30.05.09  UN Officials complicit in aiding, abetting GoSL's ..
28.05.09  Unprincipled, shameless, "Orwellian" UN resolution..
26.05.09  “Glaring hypocrisy, blatant sophistry” Boyle slams..
23.05.09  "Accessories after the fact to acts of Genocide"
22.05.09  300,000 Tamils held in Nazi-style concentration ca..
20.05.09  Sri Lanka destroys evidence, prevents ICRC, UN acc..
13.05.09  "Klerk risks repeating Netherland's criminality on..
12.05.09  Prof. Boyle: hold Emergency Meeting of UNSC to sto..
12.05.09  US violates Geneva Convention by permitting Sri La..
10.05.09  India should sue Sri Lanka in ICJ for massacre of ..
08.05.09  UN violating Charter obligation to promote, encour..
07.05.09  Green light to rid Tigers while 50,000 lives at ri..
05.05.09  Slow-motion genocide to exceed horrors of Srebreni..
04.05.09  India obligated to bring Sri Lanka's genocide to U..
30.04.09  Prof. Boyle calls for humanitarian airdrop to star..
30.04.09  Miliband's statement obligates UK to take immediat..
22.04.09  Stalling, obfuscation mirror UN's actions before S..
22.04.09  Nambiar reluctant to brief UN Security Council on ..
18.04.09  Colombo shouldn’t block UN visiting safety zone: N..
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